**Tuesday, October 27th - 7:30AM - 8:00AM** - Registration & Continental Breakfast

**8:00AM**

Oakwood

**Chemical Safety Board**

**9:00AM**

Oakwood

**Keynote Address**

**9:15AM**

**Break and Exhibit Hall - Ballroom**

**9:45AM**

**Presentation of Trevor Kletz Merit Award, Harry Westwaard Service Award, & Lamiya Zahn Memorial Scholarship**

**9:30AM**

**Panel on Industry Adoption of New Methods**

- Dr. Sam Mannan, MKOPS
- Dr. Hans Panman, MKOPS
- Dr. Sam Mannan, University of Queensland, Emerson Naughton. BP

**9:45AM**

**Mockingbird**

**10:00AM**

**Implementation of Safety Instrumented Bumer Management Systems: Challenges and Opportunities**

- Scott Haldeman, Casedep

**10:15AM**

**Session on Risk Assessment**

- **Hazard Analysis**
- **Risk Matrix**

**10:30AM**

**Lunch and Exhibit Hall - Ballroom**

**11:00AM**

**Presentations from MOC Programs**

- **Effective Tool to Assess Critical Risk**
- **Creating a PSM Environment**
- **Implementing Safety Instrumented Bumer Management Systems: Challenges and Opportunities**

**11:30AM**

**Roundtable Discussions**

- **The Challenges and Successes in Safety Instrumented System (SEIS) Approaches for Offshore Operations**
- **Application of Human Factors Evaluation in Engineering Design and Safe Operation of Deep Water Ethylene Processes**
- **Comparison of Methods to Determine Human Performance Levels for LNG Terminal Operations**

**12:00PM**

**Conference Lunch - Ballroom**

**2:00PM**

**Panel on Industry Adoption of New Methods**

- **Comparison of Methods to Determine Human Performance Levels for LNG Terminal Operations**
- **Creating a PSM Environment**
- **Implementing Safety Instrumented Bumer Management Systems: Challenges and Opportunities**

**3:00PM**

**Yielding Results**

- **Creating a PSM Environment**
- **Implementing Safety Instrumented Bumer Management Systems: Challenges and Opportunities**

**4:00PM**

**Closing Session**

- **Closing Session**
- **Summary of Key Takeaways**

**5:00PM**

**Conference Closing**

**5:30PM**

**Congress Reception - Ballroom**

**5:30PM**

**Congress Reception - Ballroom**

**6:00PM**

**Congress Dinner - Ballroom**
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